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By Mr Allan A Williams

Allan A Williams. Paperback. Condition: New. 318 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x 0.7in.Have you
ever wondered how to cure a cursed unicorn (or even why unicorns would exist) How would you
deal with the nuisance of a werewolf tracking you What does a Great Dragon do when it feels life is
stale and boring Is there ever a good time to chat up a succubus Have You Met My Succubus is the
first collection of fantasy short stories from the mystical world of Theia. Although similar to our own
world of Gaia, within the realm of Theia magic is far more than an elusive, occasional shadow
readily dismissed as imaginary, and the folk and creatures of our fables abound. Have You Met My
Succubus presents nine short stories and a novella of vivid and imaginative tales of magic, mystery
and adventure, each containing a surprising twist that will keep you guessing to the end. Most of
the stories follow the adventures of Feuery, an auburn-haired, blue-eyed gnome wizardess in bad
standing with the Wizards Guild. Not that she minds much: she is more than happy not to pay
membership dues, and enjoys the complete freedom to get into whatever...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.-- Mr. Hector Cole Jr.

This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Juanita Reynolds-- Juanita Reynolds
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